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Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) field measurements on deployed buried fibres showed that the PMD variation over the
1520 to 1570 nm wavelength was stochastic. The PMD variation over the 98-hour period for each wavelength was directional
and limited; they are due to the presence of random mode coupling along the fibre length and limited influence from extrinsic
perturbations over time, respectively. PMD variation in the wavelength domain showed that the mean first-order PMD (FO-PMD)
value is independent of whether the FO-PMD statistics of a fibre link approaches the Maxwellian theoretical distribution; the key
factor is sufficient random mode coupling. The accompanying second-order PMD (SO-PMD) statistics, with FO-PMD statistics
approaching Maxwellian, followed the PDF given by Foschini et al. (1999). The FO- and SO-PMD statistics at a given wavelength
gave nonstochastic PMD distributions with time.

1. Introduction

The polarization mode dispersion (PMD) in deployed fibres
is known to evolve in a stochastic pattern due to unpre-
dictable extrinsic perturbations (i.e., environmental changes,
vibrations, and human interactions) with time and nonuni-
form intrinsic perturbations (i.e., core asymmetry and inter-
nal stress) experienced along the fibre length. The unpre-
dictable variation of extrinsic and intrinsic perturbations
with time and fibre length makes PMD statistics stochastic
about some average value, either with wavelength or with
time. This means that the PMD of optical systems with time
and wavelength is unpredictable; therefore, one must resort
to statistical analysis. The statistical property of PMD that
attracted the initial interest was the mean first-order PMD
(FO-PMD) [1, 2]. Thus, all PMD measurement techniques
currently in use in the telecommunication industry require an
averaging procedure in order to determine the overall PMD
of a fibre link [2, 3].

Most, if not all, of the work done has been focusedmainly
on FO- and second-order PMD (SO-PMD) statistics, which
is likely due to the FO- and SO-PMD vectors being known
to be statistically dependent on each other [4, 5]. However,

Phua and Haus [6] concluded that FO-PMD can be more
accurately characterised than SO-PMD.

Understanding the nature and characteristics of PMD is a
key step towards the construction of effective PMDemulators
and compensation techniques.The statistical characterisation
of PMD includes the probability densities of FO- and SO-
PMD, the scaling of the PMDphenomenawith changes in the
mean FO-PMD, various correlation functions, and charac-
teristics associated with the accuracy of PMDmeasurements
[3]. Efforts have been done also in developing single-end
measurement techniques to measure the mean DGD by
using polarization sensitive reflectometric techniques [7].
The probability densities for both FO- and SO-PMD in most
situations have asymptotic tails extending to unacceptable
large impairments best known as outage probability events.
All statistical properties hold under the conditions 𝐿 ≫ 𝐿𝐶,
and𝐿 tends to infinity, where𝐿 is the fiber length and𝐿

𝐶
is the

polarization correlation length. While the former condition
is usually well verified in all practical conditions, the latter
is more critical since the link length is always finite and
limited; hence, asymptotic tails are impossible to measure in
real conditions.
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2. The FO-PMD Statistics

The FO-PMD vector comprises of three vector components
which have the independent Gaussian distributions with zero
mean and identical variance [2, 8]. This means generating
three independent Gaussian random variables and taking
their root square sum (RSS) results in a Maxwellian dis-
tributed variable. Through implementing the PSP model, the
probability density function (PDF) of FO-PMD has been
proven to be Maxwellian. The SOPs represented on the
Poincaré sphere denote PSP time evolution as a Brownian
motion [9].

The probability density function of the FO-PMD in long
fibres has been proven to be Maxwellian over time and wave-
length [2, 10, 11], whilst its vector components show a Gaus-
sian distribution [12, 13]. The probability density of the FO-
PMD was the first PMD density to draw attention [14]. Field
measurements have proved the relevancy of the FO-PMD
PDF for a very large number of fibre sections, random mode
coupling under certain conditions.This has led researchers to
design and simulate PMD emulators which reproduce FO-
PMD statistics approximating the Maxwellian distribution
[10, 15–17]. However, Elbers et al. [18] argues using Monte-
Carlo simulations that FO-PMD statistics approximate better
to theRayleigh distribution than theMaxwellian distribution,
even though they possessed the same mean value.

Mathematical proof byGisin and Pellaux [19] showed that
for an ideal fibre with infinite randommode coupling and no
polarization dependent loss (PDL), themean FO-PMDat one
wavelength measured over a sufficiently long period of time
will provide the same result as the mean FO-PMD at a fixed
time measured over a sufficiently large wavelength range.
Studies, however, have shown that not all fibre FO-PMD
values approximate to the idealised Maxwellian distribution
[20, 21].

TheMaxwellian PDF of the FO-PMD, 𝜏 [9, 22] is given by

PDF𝜏 =
8

𝜋2 ⟨𝜏⟩ (2𝜏𝑖/ ⟨𝜏⟩)
2
exp

(2𝜏
𝑖
/ ⟨𝜏⟩)

2

𝜋

𝜏
𝑖
≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

(1)

Using the Maxwellian PDF, the probability of 𝜏 exceeding a
particular value can be found using:

𝑃 (𝜏 ≥ 𝑋) = 1 − ∫

𝑋

0

𝑝 (𝜏) 𝑑𝜏. (2)

The Rayleigh PDF of the FO-PMD is given by [18]

PDF
𝜏
=
⟨𝜏⟩

𝛼2
exp(⟨𝜏⟩

2

2𝛼2
) , (3)

where

𝛼
2
=

8𝑁

3𝜋3𝜏
𝑖

. (4)

Elbers et al. [18] made some confusion which was later recti-
fied by Galtarossa and Palmieri [23]. Galtarossa and Palmieri
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Figure 1: Comparison of theMaxwellian and the Rayleigh distribu-
tion fits on the FO-PMD statistics of a 28 km ITU-T G.652 deployed
buried fibre link at the TelkomSouthAfrica Sidwell exchange in Port
Elizabeth.

[23] proved that the FO-PMD (orDGD) isMaxwellian, while
the PDF of pulse broadening is Rayleigh distributed. The
Rayleigh and the Maxwellian distributions are fitted on FO-
PMDmeasurements and compared in Figure 1.

The FO-PMD statistics obtained from the field and PMD
emulators when the randommode coupling is large approach
theMaxwellian distribution best as compared to the Rayleigh
distribution, for example, see Figure 1. Therefore this makes
the Maxwellian distribution the only used theoretical PDF fit
on PMDmeasurement in this study.

3. The SO-PMD Statistics

Among all higher orders, SO-PMD has drawn significant
attention; this is evident through the vast amount of the
literature on it [9, 24–27]. SO-PMD is caused by random
birefringence changes over the fibre length. The SO-PMD
statistics are described by a probability density function first
proposed by Foschini et al. [26]. For more information on
the statistics of SO-PMD components, namely, PCD and PSP
depolarization, the reader is referred to [28–30].

The PDF of the magnitude of the SO-PMD vector |�⃗�
𝜔
| is

[26]

PDF
|�⃗�
𝜔
|

=(
32
�⃗�𝜔
𝑖

𝜋⟨𝜏⟩
4
) tanh(

4
�⃗�𝜔
𝑖

𝜋⟨𝜏⟩
2
) sech(

4
�⃗�𝜔
𝑖

𝜋⟨𝜏⟩
2
) ,

�⃗�𝜔
𝑖
≥0,

(5)

where 𝑖 is equal to 1, 2, 3, . . ..
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Figure 2: The statistical distribution of SO-PMD for a 42 km
deployed buried fibre in Port Elizabeth owned by Telkom South
Africa. The solid line is the theoretical PDF fit proposed by [26].

The SO-PMD statistics in this study have been compared
to the theoretical distribution by [26]. Figure 2 illustrates
how the SO-PMD statistics of a 42 km deployed fibre link
are close to the SO-PMD theoretical fit. The SO-PMD
statistics of the fibre are evidence of the presence of numerous
mode coupling sites, random mode coupled, along the fibre
length.

4. JME for PMD Measurement

The three input SOPs, as referred above, generate a 2 × 2
matrix at each wavelength or frequency. In the absence of
PDL, the Jonesmatrix of the 𝑛th birefringent section of a fibre
link or emulator can be expressed as [31]:

𝑇
𝑛
= (

cos 𝜃𝑛 − sin 𝜃𝑛

sin 𝜃𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑛
) ×

[
[
[

[

exp(𝑖
Δ𝜔𝜏
𝑛

2
) 0

0 exp(−𝑖
Δ𝜔𝜏𝑛

2
)

]
]
]

]

× (

cos 𝜃
𝑛

sin 𝜃
𝑛

− sin 𝜃
𝑛

cos 𝜃
𝑛

) ,

(6)

where 𝜃
𝑛 is the orientation of the fast axis of the 𝑛th section

with respect to a fixed axis (say, 𝑥-axis), Δ𝜔 = 𝜔 − 𝜔o is
the angular frequency difference with respect to the central
frequency 𝜔o, and 𝜏

𝑛
is the FO-PMD (or DGD) of the

𝑛th section. The angle 𝜃
𝑛
lies between 0∘ and 360∘, and

for random mode coupling 𝜃
𝑛
is assumed to be uniformly

random distributed between this range.

The frequency dependent Jones transfer matrix for the
entire fibre link or emulator 𝑇(𝜔) is a product over 𝑇

𝑛
for all

the𝑁 fibre sections:
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(7)

By measuring the transfer matrix 𝑇(𝜔) of an entire optical
medium, it is possible to determine the total FO-PMD and
the PSPs using the standard JME. Heffner [32] showed that
the FO-PMD at the angular frequency midway between two
closely spaced angular frequencies, 𝜔1 and 𝜔2, is given by

𝜏tot =



arg (𝜌
1
/𝜌
2
)

Δ𝜔



=



arg (𝜌
1
/𝜌
2
)

𝜔2 − 𝜔1



, (8)

where 𝜌
1
and 𝜌

2
are the eigenvalues of the matrix product

𝑇(𝜔
2)𝑇
−1
(𝜔1) and arg() is the argument function. The fast

and slow PSPs of the fibre are given by the two eigen-
vectors of 𝑇(𝜔

2
)𝑇
−1
(𝜔
1
). Poole and Wagner [33] obtained

an expression for the corresponding output PSP for each
random concatenated section. When the PSPs are converted
to their corresponding stokes representation, the PMDvector
in stokes space is as given in (9)

�⃗� (𝜔) = |�⃗�| ⋅ �⃗� = Δ𝜏 ⋅ �⃗�. (9)

5. The Generalized Interferometry Technique
(GINTY: FTB-5500b)

The generalized interferometric technique (GINTY) devel-
oped by EXFO has a modified setup and incorporates
different analysis of the interferograms from the one used
by TINTY. The main key modification is that GINTY, unlike
TINTY, is designed with an algorithm meant to remove the
effect of the central autocorrelation peak (ACP), leaving only
the cross-correlation peaks (CCPs) used to calculate the FO-
PMD value.The ACP contains no FO-PMD information and
is known to affect the accuracy of the FO-PMDmeasurement
in TINTY. GINTY removes all the assumptions made when
using TINTY for determining FO-PMD [34]. In this section,
we highlight how GINTY operates with the support of
mathematical equations.

Figure 3 shows an FO-PMD measurement setup, com-
prising of GINTY. The setup consists of a polarized
broadband source, fibre under test (FUT), the Michelson
interferometer, polarization beam splitters (PBS), analysers,
and the two detectors. The additional polarization beam
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Figure 3: Schematic setup of GINTY.

splitter (PBS) splits the beam and directs it to two detectors
for analysis. This setup is used to measure the FO-PMD
of a mode coupled fibre resulting in an interferogram with
interference fringes. The root mean square (rms) FO-PMD
value is then determined from the Gaussian curve fit to the
interferogram. The FO-PMD is the distance from the centre
of the central peak to the centre of the satellite peak.

Considering general mathematics:

Detector 1 : Intensity = 𝐼2
1
+ 𝐼
2

2
+ 2𝐼1𝐼2 cos 𝜃,

Detector 2 : Intensity = 𝐼2
1
+ 𝐼
2

2
− 2𝐼
1
𝐼
2
cos 𝜃,

(10)

where 𝐼2
1
is the autocorrelation (AC) from the first arm of

the interferometer, 𝐼2
2
is the AC from the second arm of the

interferometer, and 𝐼
1
𝐼
2
is the cross-correlation (CC). GINTY

utilises only the CC for accurate FO-PMDmeasurements.
The autocorrelation and cross-correlation envelopes for a

single input/output (𝐼/𝑂) SOP pair are

AC : 𝐸
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2
cos 𝜃) ,

(11)

where �̃�
𝑥
(𝜏) and �̃�

𝑦
(𝜏) represent the respective raw interfer-

ograms observed along the two orthogonal analyser axes.
The exact mathematical analysis gives measured FO-

PMD as [34]

measured FO-PMD = √
3

2 (𝜎2
𝑥
− 𝜎2
𝑜
)
, (12)

where 𝜎
𝑥

is the root mean square (rms) width of the
mean square (MS) CC envelope and 𝜎

𝑜
is the rms width

of the MS AC envelope. Both MS envelopes are obtained
simultaneously but separately without interfering as shown
by (11).

GINTY is not sensitive to the source shape spectrum
and interferogram shape. The only condition to be satisfied
for (12) to apply is that the FUT should exhibit linearity, be
stable (although difficult to attain during experiments), and
should have zero polarization-dependent loss (PDL). GINTY
has an averaging window and remains mathematically exact.
Subtraction of the offset, as in (12), eliminates the systematic
bias induced by a narrow or ill shaped spectrum, thereby
allowing measurements through a network with EDFAs and
optical components. In principle, FO-PMD = 0 can be
measured when 𝜎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑜 (12).

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. PMDMeasurements. First-order PMD and second-order
PMD measurements presented in this section were obtained
from ITU-T G.652 28.4 km buried fibres and 14.2 km aerial
fibres. These fibres are deployed in South Africa in the
city of Port Elizabeth and are owned by Telkom South
Africa. All the buried fibre links, each made from looping
two 14.2 km fibre links using a single mode patchchord
to allow end-to-end access, are secured in a single cable.
Buried fibre PMD measurements carried out using the JME
method were conducted over the 1520 to 1570 nmwavelength
range at an optimal resolution of 0.3 nm to avoid noisy
spectra. Aerial fibre PMD measurements were carried out
using GINTY since it is not sensitive to fibre movement
compared to JME which will introduce measurement errors.
The reader should take note that GINTY can also be used
for buried fibre measurements. The output SOP of light
from an Agilent 8164A laser source was monitored using
the A1000 polarization analyser. Single mode fibre (SMF)
patchcords with negligible PMD were used to connect the
fibre links under test and measurement devices. In this
section, firstly, FO-PMD measurements obtained using the
JME will be used to determine whether the buried fibre
links under test can accommodate high transmission bit rates
(≥2.5Gb/s). Secondly, PMD measurements acquired over
wavelength and time will be statistically analysed. In the
following section, the focus will be on SOP monitoring with
time.

The histogram in Figure 4 shows the mean PMD values
obtained when two 14.2 km buried fibre links were looped.
The maximum tolerable amount of FO-PMD when trans-
mitting at 2.5 Gb/s is 40 ps, 10Gb/s is 10 ps, and 40Gb/s
is 2.5 ps. This, therefore, means Telkom South Africa can
transmit at 2.5 Gb/s over all the tested fibres without
major impediments from PMD. However, an increase in
the transmission speed to 10Gb/s makes fibre links 69-
70, 73–75, 75-76, and 78–80 inappropriate for data trans-
mission due to signal impairments. A further increase
in transmission speed to 40Gb/s is not practically feasi-
ble for all the fibre links due to all the fibre links hav-
ing FO-PMD values above 2.5 ps, the maximum tolera-
ble value. Thus, to transmit at high speeds (≥10Gb/s),
Telkom South Africa should replace these fibre links or
high birefringent (HiBi) sections along the fibre length
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Figure 4: FO- and SO-PMD measurements from 28.4 km ITU-T
G.652 buried fibre links. At each transmission bit-rate (2.5 Gb/s,
10Gb/s and 40Gb/s), the maximum tolerable amount of FO-PMD
corresponds to 10% of the bit period for 1 dB penalty [35].

with those having low PMD. PMD can also be miti-
gated by the application of PMD compensators. In the
next subsection, focus will be on the statistics of PMD
with wavelength and time in buried and aerial optical
fibres.

6.2. PMD Variation with Wavelength and Time in Buried
Fibres. In this subsection, we characterize deployed buried
optical fibre links for both FO- and SO-PMD using the JME.
The reader should take note that buried fibres are secured
in ducts and installed underground. Firstly, PMD variations
with wavelength will be analyzed followed by an analysis into
their variationwith time.The results shown in this subsection
are from only some of the buried fibre links, though all fibre
links given in Figure 4 were analyzed.

We redrew some parts in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). The
results were found to be stochastic in nature and so
were their SO-PMD components, namely, PCD and PSP-
depolarization. Figure 5 shows the statistical distribution
of FO- and SO-PMD obtained from fibre Link 61-62 and
link 81-82. These two highlighted links in general represent
the PMD statistical behaviour obtained from all the tested
fibre links. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) provide information (not
shown) showing that PSP-depolarization is the dominant
SO-PMD contributor compared to PCD. This agrees with
findings by Foschini et al. [26], where 8/9 is the expected ratio
of PSP-depolarization to SO-PMD. The PSP-depolarization-
to-SO-PMD ratio obtained from link 61-62 deviates slightly
by 3.4% from the expected value and that of link 81-82
deviates by 9.7% (Figure 5). 1Figures 5(b) and 5(b) show

that the FO-PMD or DGD statistical distribution of link 81-
82 approaches the theoretical Maxwellian distribution and
that of the SO-PMD approaches the theoretical distribution
proposed by Foschini et al. [26]. The PMD distribution from
link 61-62 (see Figures 5(a) and 5(a)) does not approach the
theoretical distributions to the same extent. This is likely
due to limited random mode coupling that does not pro-
mote the significant variation of the FO-PMD and PSPs
with wavelength. The former comes from the assumption
used by [8] to relate FO-PMD statistics to the Maxwellian
distribution. The assumption states that FO-PMD follows a
Maxwellian distribution when there is infinite randommode
coupling. By comparing the histograms of FO-PMD data
obtained from all the fibre links, it can be deduced that the
magnitude of the FO-PMD is independent of whether the
FO-PMD statistics approach the Maxwellian distribution or
not. This means the key factor is sufficient random mode
coupling.

SO-PMD measurements show that links with high SO-
PMD (Figure 5(b)) approach the theoretical distribution.
This is due to the presence of high random mode coupling
which promotes the increased variation of the FO-PMD
and PSPs with wavelength. The FO-PMD variation with
wavelength is equivalent to PCD and that of PSPs with
wavelength is equivalent to PSP-depolarization. Limited
mode coupling results in low SO-PMD (Figure 5(a)). Take
note that there is not always a linear relationship between
FO- and SO-PMD as was observed with the tested fibres.The
PMD emulator designs show that in some cases, FO-PMD
and SO-PMD are inversely proportional, FO-PMD is fixed
but SO-PMD varies and vice versa, and negligible SO-PMD
can yield varying FO-PMD [21].

In order to monitor PMD (both FO- and SO-PMD)
with time over a fibre link, the computer was programmed
to continuously sample PMD versus wavelength statistics
at 1 minute intervals over a 98-hour period. Measurements
were taken from fibre link 63-64, the results of which are
presented in Figure 6. It can be deduced fromFigure 6 that the
PMD changes with time at a fixed wavelength were gradual
and had limited variations. These gradual and limited PMD
variations are probably due to limited temperature changes
on the fibre links. This results in limited changes in fibre
birefringence and mode coupling. These findings agree with
the work by [36] who found limited PMD changes with
time. However, slight temperature changes or movement
that may occur on the looped SMF patchcord can affect
the SOP of light and the coupling angle between the two
14.2 km fibre links. This coupling angle can affect the total
PMD of the link per wavelength. This SMF patchcord can
be referred to as a Hinge. To monitor the behaviour of the
Hinge with time, a Hinge model has been developed. A
Hinge site is a discrete location along a fibre link which
is exposed to environmental perturbations usually where
buried fibres lead to optical devices along the network system.
The variation of PMD with wavelength at a fixed time
in this study was stochastic. This is due to the presence
of random mode coupled along the length of the fibre
link.
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Figure 5: The FO-PMD statistical distribution for (a) link 61-62 and (b) link 81-82 and the accompanying SO-PMD statistical distribution
for (a) link 61-62 and (b) link 81-82. The solid line mapped to the FO-PMD histogram is the theoretical Maxwellian distribution and that
mapped to the SO-PMD histogram is the theoretical distribution proposed by Foschini et al. [26].

Each wavelength has independent PMDvectors (FO- and
SO-PMD vectors). Therefore, regions where the SO-PMD
magnitude increases (Figure 6 (b)), for example, between
40–63 hrs at 1526.32 nm and 63–80 hrs at 1555.50 nm, indicate
a reduction in the angle separating these two vectors (one
of link 63 and the other of link 64). In this case, the SMF
patchcord region, which can be referred to as the Hinge,
determines the angle between the two vectors. When there
is a decreasing trend in the SO-PMD (e.g., between 63–
83 hrs at 1526.32 nm and 40–63 hrs at 1555.50 nm), the reverse
is true. A large separation angle (≈180∘) between two SO-
PMD vectors of almost similar magnitude will give a decreas-
ing resultant SO-PMD approaching zero. A smaller vector
separation angle (≈0∘) will give a resultant SO-PMD vector
which is almost equivalent to the sum of the two vectors. A
similar argument as above could be used to describe the trend
observed in the FO-PMD with time in Figure 6(a). If one

of the vectors dominates the other, the resultant vector will
be close to the dominant vector even if the separation angle
between these vectors ranges from 0 to 180∘.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show a distinctive behaviour of
the two PMD phenomena (FO- and SO-PMD); they do not
necessarily follow the same trend or direction at particu-
lar wavelengths with time. This difference likely emanates
from their definitions; definition FO-PMD is considered
wavelength-independent and SO-PMD is considered fre-
quency dependent.Theunevenness in SO-PMDchangeswith
time as in Figure 6(b) is most likely due to the measurement
error of the JME. The SO-PMD vector at any particular
wavelength is also affected by rotating vectors at adjacent
neighboring wavelengths. The gradual and limited FO- and
SO-PMD between the 1-minute time over the 98-hour period
results in nonstochastic FO- and SO-PMD distributions,
which do not approach the PMD theoretical distributions. A
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Figure 6: (a) FO-PMD and (b) SO-PMD versus wavelength and time density maps for a coupled fibre link. This coupled link is a result of
coupling links 63 and 64. An illustration of (a) FO-PMD and (b) SO-PMD behaviour with time at the 1526.32 and 1555.50 nm wavelengths.

nonstochastic PMD distribution will still be maintained over
a long period of time if these external perturbations remain
limited or vary gradually.

7. Conclusion

Telkom South Africa has to replace optical fibre links or the
high birefringent sections along the optical fibre networkwith
those having low PMD values for it to transmit at high speeds
of ≥10Gb/s.

In a period of 98 hours, the PMD variation with wave-
length was found to be directional and limited. That is, the
PMD changes at a given wavelength were found to be mini-
mal and were due to mode coupling in the optical fibre link.
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